






QUIZ - How many have been involved in a BC exercise? Call tree? Relocation?

Parts
500,000 orders / day from 5,000 locations
Inventory positions vital to operations
Batch overnight programs
Program failure - programmer called in - fixed (he thought)
Error propagated across the inventory systems
Several days later, discovered
Fear is that every part would have to be counted across all locations
Could bring the business to a standstill
Affects revenue, reputation, customer base, operations

Browns Ferry
Nuclear Reactor
Cable spreading room
Spray foam insulation - used candle - started fire
Did not invoke proper procedures
Fire out of control
State of reactor in doubt
Possibility of exposing radioactive core - and meltdown
Brought in fire department - put out fire - because they knew what to do



Born in Hayle, Cornwall, England (Cyril)

Commanded troops in Vietnam
 - Earned Silver, Bronze Stars, Purple Heart,
   Vietnamese Cross of Gallantry
Became American citizen

Served as Morgan Stanley’s Security Chief, World Trade Center

First concern (along with Dan Wood, security consultant whose life he saved in
Vietnam) – truck bomb under Center – came true in 1993

Feared next attack would be from air

Constant drills – every 90 days since 1993 – involving all employees

9/11 – South Tower – of 2700 employees, only 6 were lost

Rick was killed going into the South Tower when it collapsed

Awarded Above and Beyond Citizen Medal - highest civilian award in US

DHS - Rick Rescorla National Award for Resilience



• It starts (and ends) with trust
• The community’s trust in you, your product or your service
• A big BC problem will reach the public eye
• As Alan Mulally famously said at Ford, “You can’t manage a secret”
• These days, sooner than later
• And they come in different flavors now - ransomware, advanced persistent

threats, social media storms, third party lapses, privacy breaches, etc.
• This in addition to classic BC / DR, which I’ll describe in a moment
• If you can weather the storm with your operations and your reputation intact,

you’ve succeeded
• Until next time



Business Continuity Flavors -
Disasters - Power outage from 2006

Fog of war
Lessons Learned

Notable Failures
Union Carbide Bhopal, BP Rig, etc.
Lake Peigneur

Attacks
Active shooter
APTs and other nasties (i.e., Target)

Erosions
Enron - giving rise to S-Ox
Wells Fargo

Ancient saying, first heard in German: Der Fisch verfault vom Kopf nach unten -
The fish rots from the head down.

The power of internal control
The duties of auditors, fraud examiners, forensic folks, etc.

The Sleep of Reason
By Francisco Goya - FAF4YL0zP9cjHg at Google Cultural Institute maximum

zoom level, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=21982951



We plan for disasters but suffer through erosions

Lost trust lasts a long time

People’s morale can be deeply affected
It becomes “just a job”
As a Catholic how the Pennsylvania events feels to me

Public relations challenges
Better to come clean than to come dirty



This is “classic” because it covers the disruptive event
Many of the elements will be useful across the board
But there are some issues this will not cover - and they can affect your
business as well; more on this later
I want you also to think about erosions in many contexts -
Erosions of discipline, of doing the right things, day in and day out;
Erosions stemming from expediency, or priority - “I’ll get to it later”
Erosions of environment, and trust, and decency - “Just get it done!”
These play out when we decide BC Preparation is too costly; when security is
seen as one / convenience; when temptation to click overrules prudence



Use APQC or similar if you are trying to identify typical processes for your
industy; APQC - American Productivity and Quality; Process Classification
Framework
Link identification of key processes to strategy and corporate identity
QUIZ - which is most time-sensitive? Frequently, treasury. Other criticals =
production processes, incident response, customer service, etc.
Develop matrix - list processes, upstream / downstream processes, and impact
statement: Length of downtime; int/ext knock-on effects; impacts to these risk
dimensions - Ops, Fin.,Customers / Employees / Retirees, Community, Market
Score - Vital / Critical / Important
Vitals - Preparedness - What Could Go Wrong, How’d You Recover
Process Maturity - Usually 4 or 5 Levels

Note this is at the basic process level - there is also the overall process
maturity model for your BCP program
Examples - Do you have alternate location, processes, call trees, well-
rehearsed and test recovery procedures, etc?
Best score is not necessarily the highest (calibrated to criticality)

Gap analysis identifies “Top 10”-- most vital and most at-risk



Remember, you are part of a larger community - if there’s an area-wide hit,
you are likely to be behind essential Services - police, fire, hospitals
You need to coordinate your recovery plans within this reality
Traffic and cellular patterns may be different than expected
Borders may be closed (if you have workers from Canada, they may not be
able to get home!)
PROXIMITY ANALYSIS

How many of your critical business processes are concentrated in a
single location?

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Do you have a robust PR plan, and do people know to use it?
Single spokesperson
Value in saying, “We don’t know the answer yet, but when we do, we
will provide the information.”
Tough to figure out - how much to say and when (also, what’s your
social media plan?)
Cyberbreach challenge - when to say something, and what to say?



Executives require a secure, confidential location
MCP -- know who your critical decision-makers and critical communicators are
Identify AND RESERVE a Management Control Team room - either an alternate
location in a different building, OR make arrangements at a facility
Who will be in charge during the disruption; what are they expected to do
Alternate Work Plan - who will develop
Who manages the recovery process and calls people back to work
Who is responsible for notifying key suppliers
Remember your overseas partners (CIRT story of transferring decision power
to Europe)
Link - especially when it comes to testing



Plans are no good if they sit on a shelf
Appoint someone at the department level responsible for Plan upkeep
First-pass is required to ensure the plan will actually work
Call tree exercise is the minimum
Sensitive operations - come to work and discover they must go to alternate
work site and perform there for a day
Coordinate relocation / evacuation with fire / security / facilities people (who
are often responsible for handling specific situations)
Ensure you are not overlapping
Testing details - the failover switch story
Remember to include in onboarding - otherwise, your new folks won’t know
what to do



One thing many incidents share is “fog of war”
Symptoms vs. problems:

Terror attack or power grid failure? (CIRT story)
Corrupted file or systemic failure
Data “don’t seem right” vs. fraud
For fluid situations, quick analysis is vital for triage: consider an action
classification system:

Weather disaster; health disaster; power failure; fire
Active shooter
White powder incident
How widespread vs. localized
If you don’t have this - think the Browns Ferry example - what kind of
fire is this and who gets called



READ THROUGH…
A well-planned and rehearsed effort should carry you through
There will be surprises
Every situation is fluid and only becomes clear in hindsight



Recovering the business - may need to redo transactions, recover files, etc.
Opportunity for data and money loss here
People recovery - from traumatic (active shooter, building disaster, etc.) to
relatively straightforward
After-action Review - or variations

Borrowed from military - emphasis on learning experience
No blaming - looking for ways to improve (TGR / TGW)

Adjust your plan - correct gaps, deficiencies (THEY WILL EXIST)



Business Continuity and Resilience are Merging - Now Business Resilience and
Cyber Resilience
What’s new is, YOU WILL GET HIT
Breaches are more sophisticated, and the big ones wreak havoc in your
company
Moving beyond privacy to IP, intelligence, integrity and safety
Walk through examples - not just healthcare and finance

Ransomware and cryptocurrency – a match made in hell
Target – refrigeration company; lateral movement (weak network
segmentation); specific Point-of-Sale malware (BlackPOS); encryption;
exfiltration at high-traffic times

New technologies and connections create more opportunities for serious
business disruptions

Quickly explain sub-bullets – beyond scope here



Our  world is not what it once was
These high-profile attacks demonstrate that attack vectors are becoming
broader, deeper, and more insidious
Stuxnet - state sponsored attack - repercussions
APT29 - Cozy Bear
“Weapons of Math Destruction” – How Big Data Increases Inequality and
Threatens Democracy – Cathy O’Neill
It’s insidious twin –SCL Group & Brexit, and its offshoot Cambridge Analytica,
and the Facebook debacle
Implications:

What starts as state-sponsored can migrate to other actors
Standardized industrial operations are soft targets



What causes this kind of systemic lapse?
What is the perceived inequality that causes top people to decide they can (or
must) “beat the system?”
German saying: Der Fisch verfault vom Kopf nach unten, or the fish rots from
the head down
Creates toxic environment, personal tragedies: my job or my soul?
What can we all do?

Start at the local level - what’s going on?
Are there ways to report internally?
Deeply personal, risk-based choices to make

For each of you - what do you think?



Fortunately, there’s lots and lots of help
This is a small sample of what’s available
If you don’t know where to start, look up websites like Continuity Central to
get you grounded
FEMA’s ready.gov provides a solid, downloadable toolkit
More in-depth is ISO 22301 - and many consulting firms can guide you through
the discipline



This Gartner MQ gives you an idea of the leading players in the space
In my opinion, companies like Fusion Risk Management are worth a look,
because they specialize in this space
You may also need to consider how well the company maps to your company’s
size and range of operations



Read through bullets
Personal resilience is a key place to begin; from that we can move to
professional resilience - practices, procedures, etc. - that will help structure
our response
Ultimately, have faith in Social Resilience:

Our leaders or government agencies may fail us
But when we come together - and we will - to push through any crisis, it’s
our social resilience that will see us through

Thanks!



(After presentation - listing of all sources found on the Internet, freely
available from searches)
(Gartner Magic Quadrant is Licensed for Distribution, full report obtained via
Fusion Risk Management)
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